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The purpose of this paper is to compute KO*(SO(ri)) for n= — 1, 0, 1
mod 8 and K*(SO(ri)) as algebras, where SO(ri) is the rotation group of degree
n.
The ring K*(SO(n)) has been already determined in [6], [8], [10] and
[15], The calculations in these papers are based on the theorem of Hodgkin
in [9] for the J^-group of the spinor group Spin(w). Here using also this theo-
rem and the Thorn isomorphism theorem we shall show that there exists a
short exact sequence in the equivariant J£-theory associated with Z2 involving
the injection K*(SO(n))-+K*(Pn~1)®K*(Spίn(n)) as in [8] where Pl is the
real projective /-space, and making use of this exact sequence we shall give a
proof of the result on K*(SO(n)).
Using the theorem of Hodgkin, Seymour has proved in [14] a theorem
on the additive structure of KO*(Sp'm(ri)). From his result we have a similar
short exact sequence in the equivariant KO-theory as in the complex case.
So we shall next determine the algebra structure of KO*(SO(n)) for n as above
by arguments parallel to K*(SO(ri)). Then we shall use the result of Crabb
in [4] on the squares of elements in ^ O"1 )^.
Throughout this paper an ^4-module generated by x is denoted by A x
where A is a ring.
1. Preliminaries
a) By G we denote the multiplicative group {—1, 1} throughout this
paper. Let Rp'q be the euclidean space Rp+q with a G-action such that —1
reverses the first p coordinates and fixes the last q. Let Sp'q and Bp q be the
unit sphere and unit ball in Rp q and Σp'q=Bp q/Sp q with the collapsed Sp 9
as base point. Thus —1 acts on Sk ° as antipodal involution and Pk~1=Sk °IG.
We consider that G acts on Spin(w) as the subgroup {—1, 1} of Spin(w) and
Sp'm(m)IG=SO(m) (see [11]). We denote the natural projections Sk °^Pk-1
and Spin(w) -> SO(m) by the same letter π.
For any x=(xl9 ••-, xk) of Rk we write x=x1el+ ••• -\-xkek as a vector where
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e
n •"> ek are the unit vectors of Rk. Then for k^m we have an equivariant
embedding c: Sk'°-*Spin(m) defined by ϊ(x)=xe1 viewing e{ as an element of
Rm canonically. This yields via τr's the well-known embedding t: Pk~l-+
SO(m) given by ιπ(x)=(8ij—2xixj) ((— 1) x Ik_^) x lm_k where δo is the Kronecker
index and /,- is the unit matrix of degree i. So these embeddings give a com-
mutative diagram
S* ° Λ Spin(m)
(1.1) τ4 |τr
Pk-l-*SO(m)
for &<w ([8], (1.12)). Since I is an equivariant map, the assignment
(x, g) «-» M*), «(*)?) for (x, g) e S* ° x Spin(m)
yields a homeomorphism
(1.2) S* °XG Spin(m) ^  P*-xx Spin(m)
for k^m ([8], (1.14)). Here let G act diagonally on the product of G-spaces.
For a compact Lie group L, let hL=KL or ^OL, the equivariant complex
or real .K-functor associated with L. If L is a trivial group then we omit the
suffix L as usual. Assume that £ = 0 mod 2 or 8 according as h
c
=KG or KOG,
then there exists a Thorn isomorphism
for a compact based G-space X ([3], [13] and [12]).
As is well known, if X is a compact free G-space then hG(X)^h(XIG).
So we identify AG(^X) with h(X/G) through this isomorphism in the following.
Then for any compact G-space X
h
c
(Xx Spin(m)) = h(XxG Spin(τw))
since G acts on Xx Sρin(m) freely.
Apply hG to a cofiber sequence
S>+f .0 x Spπφra) -> β*+«'° X Spin(m) -> Σ*+ί ° Λ Spin(m)+
where JΓ+^^ΓU {+}, the disjoint sum of X and a point +, then the above
identification, the homeomorphism of (1.2) and the Thorn isomorphism give
rise to an exact sequence
S(1.3) - +- h^1 (Σ^Λ Spin(m)+) *- h\P*+*-1 X Spin(m))
h\SO(m)) - Ab(Σ?'0Λ Spίn(m)+)
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for p-{-q^m and/) as above, provided with the formula
for xtΞ h\SO(m)\ y^tf(P*+*-1 X Spin(m)).
b) We take here a vector bundle to be complex or real according as we
confine ourself to the complex or real X-theory. Let GL(m, F) be the general
linear group of degree m over F where F=R or C. We view a representation
of a compact Lie group L as a continuous homomorphism L-*GL(d, F).
Let Δϊn (resp. Δ2n) be the even (resp. odd) half-spin representation of
degree 2n~l of Spin(2w) and Δ2w+1 the spin representation of degree 2" of Spin
(2n+ί). According to [11], §13, 12.4 ΔJ,, ΔΓ«, Δ 8 Λ_j and Δ8n+1 are real, and
the other simple spin representations are not real. Besides by [11], §13, Pro-
position 9.1 we have
(1.4) Δ?M(-1) = ΔΓM(-1) = -72»-ι and Δ2w+1(-l) = -72« .
Put V=R1'° or R^QC. Let ξ'
m
 denote the line bundle Spm(m)χGV->
SO(m) and ξ
m
=ξ'
m
—l as an element of h(SO(m)) where 1 denotes the trivial
line bundle. Clearly (&)2=1. By (1.4) we see that 2n~lξ'2n and 2nξ'2n+1 are
isomorphic to the product bundles. Hence we have
(1.5) & = ~2ξ
mj 2*-^2n = 0 and 2»ξ2n+1 = 0 .
Because of (1.4) we can define base point preserving maps
S2«, £2*: SO(2n)-*GL(2n~\ F) and 62n+1: SO(2n+l)->GL(2", F)
by δ2nπ(g) = Δϊn(gΓ1Δϊn(g),€2nπ(g)=Δtn(gY for g(ΞSpm(2n) and 62n+1π(g) =
Δ2M+ι(g)2 for ^eSpin(2n+l) respectively. (Here the unit element is specified as
base point of a Lie group.)
Let ρ
m
 be the standard faithful real representation of degree m of SO(m).
Then ρ
m
π, denoted also by ρ
m
, is a real representation of degree m of Spm(m).
Let us denote by β(ά) the element of h~l(X) represented by a base point
preserving map a : X-+ GL(/, F) in a canonical way for a compact based space
X. Then we have the following elements of A~1(Sρin(m)) or h~l(SO(m))
β(Kp
m
] (1 <*'<"*), £(Δ2+β), β(A2n), /3(Δ2n+1)> /3(S2w), /3(f2w) and β(ε2n+1)
where X'cr denotes the ί-th exterior power of a representation cr.
As for the squares of elements of h~\X), we have ^=0 for x^K~\X),
which is well known, and by the result on p. 67 of [4]
(1.6) of =
 ηι
\2x for x<=KO~\X)
where \2x denotes the 2nd exterior power of x and ^  the generator of KO~\-{-)
=Z2. If σ is a real representation of degree / of a compact Lie group L, then
applying (1.6) to β(σ) we have the relation
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(1.7) β(<r)2 = *h(β(\*<r)+lβ(σy) i
c) We consider generators of KG(22»>°) and KOG(Σ8n °) over R(G) and
RO(G) respectively. Here let R(G) (resp. RO(G)) denote the complex (resp.
real) representation ring of G.
Put L=R1 Ό®C. Let E+ be the quotient of the disjoint sum B^xO2"'1
(_jB2n Qχ2n~1L by the equivalence relation which identifies (#, v) with (#, ΔJWZ
(x)v) for #e*S2Λ °, v^C2"'1 where I is as in a) for m=k=2n. Identifying the
corresponding quotient of B2n ° U B2n ° with Σ2"'°, we see easily that E+ is a
G- vector bundle over 22Λ>0. Moreover when we regard the center of the
latter ball B2n-° as the base point of Σ2w'°, we see that τϊ = [E+]-2»-1[L]<=ΞKG
(Σ2w'°). Here we consider L as the product bundle with fibre L and [F] denotes
the isomorphism class of a G-vector bundle F. Similarly by using Δ^
n
 for
ΔJ
Λ
 we can define a G-vector bundle E. over Σ2*'° and τ-=[E.]—2n"1[L]
Lemma 1.8. T+ <m<ί τ~ are generators of KG(Σ<2n'Q) as an R(G)-module
and τ+ = —Lτ~.
Proof. Let i denote the inclusion Spin(2n)cSpin(2n+l) Because
/*(Δ2n+ι)=Δ2"n©Δs;, Δ2«ZxΔF«ί is extended on B2n ° as a non-equivariant map.
This shows that Λ]r(E+@E_) is isomorphic to a product bundle where let i/r
denote the forgetful functor. Therefore ψ(τί)= — -^(T~).
Let S: Spin(2/z)/Spin(2w— IJ-^G^Z""1, C) be a map defined by 5([f])
=Δ2"
n
(5)Δί"»(gr)~1 for
 4§reSpin(2w) where [g] denotes the equivalence class of g.
Then X"-1(Spin(2w)/Spin(2w-l))=Z (^S) (e.g. see [7]). Let \
nL be the Thorn
class of [13] such that λ_1(nL)-2Λ-1(l-L), so that KG(Σ2n'°)=R(G) \nL.
Obviously the composition of 2: S2"'1— ψ(S2n'°) -> Spin(2n) and the na-
tural projection p: Spin(2w) -> Sρin(2n)/Spin(2/z— 1) factors as follows: S2""1
Λp2"-1-^ Spin(2/z)/Sρin(2/z— 1). By the commutativity of (1.1) and the in-
spection of the identifications Spm(2n)/Spm(2n—l)=SO(2ri)/SO(2n—l)=S2n-1
we see that qπ is of degree ±2. This shows that (pί)*(/S(5))=±2ψ (λllL)
and so ?*(/9(S)) is a generator of K-l(P2n~l)=Z. By definition Z*(/8(Δίll))=ψ (τί ),
))-Λ/r(τ-) and ^*(y8(δ))=yS(Δ2+w)-/3(ΔFw). Hence we have ψ(τί)=
Put τί-(α+6L)λ
ΛL. Since /*(τJ)-=/*(λΛjL)=2Λ-1(l-L) where i is the
inclusion 2°'°CΣ2M'°, we have a— 6=1. And since ^(Ti)=d=^(XnL) we have
β+δ=±l so that Λ=l, 6=0 or Λ=0, δ=— 1, which implies that r^=\
nL or
—L\
nL. The similar fact holds for τ~ also. Therefore using ψ (τί)=— ^ (τ~)
again we get τ^ = —Lτ~. q.e.d.
Let put H=Rlt0. Using Δg» and Δi"» viewed as real representations, by the
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parallel construction as τ+ and r~ we get elements ωί and ωή of KOG(Σ8nt°)9
which satisfy the relations i*(ω+)=i*(a>-)==2?*~\\ — H) where i is the inclusion
Σ
0>0
cΣ
8Λ
'°. Since the complexification of ωϊ (resp. ωή) is r^
n
 (resp. τj;) we
obtain
Lemma 1.9. ωί tfwrf ω^ tfrc generators of KOG(Σ,Bn>Q) as an RO(G)-module
In the sections 3 and 4 we assume that the Thorn isomorphism in a) is
given by multiplication by Tp/2 or ωJ/8.
2. A*(P") and A*(Spin(/ι))
We consider the ^-groups which we need in the following sections.
Let V
m
-ι=ι*ξ
m
 where i is as in a) for k=m and let v2n.l=β(S) where δ
is a map P2n~l-*GL(2n-\ F) defined by 8τc(x)=Δί
u
(ϊ(x))Δ7
n
(ϊ(x))-1 for tfeS2"'0,
If n=0 mod 4, then we may view z>2«-ι as an element of KO~
l(P2n~l), because
Δϊn and Aj
n
 are real. In the case when F=C, as noted in the proof of Lemma
1.8, ^-ι=?*(/S(S)) which is a generator of ^ (P2"-1).
Proposition 2.1. [2]. 1) ^(P^-^-Z^-i ^-i, ^ -1(P2"'1)=^^a.-i
^ΪA relations ΎL-ι^-2γ2w_1, ^L-i^Tzn-i^-i^O
2) «β(JPto)=Z^.7a«Jt 1(ίΛl)=0
with relations rϊl
n
=~2j2n.
We next recall that as a Z8-graded algebra
K0*(+) = Zt,!, ,J l(2
Ώl, rf, w» ,!-4)
where
 7ίe^:θ-''(+). Then by [1], [5] and [16] we have
Proposition 2.2. 1) XO°(P8"-1)=Z24»-1 78B_1,
= 0
relations
Ύln-l = — 2T8»-1, ^-Λn-! = 0,
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_
κo-
5(p**-2) = KO-\P*»-Z) = κo-\p*n-2) = o
with relations
yi,.2 = -2r8B_2) 7t,B-2At8β-2 = 0, /4,_, = 0 ,
= 2" f
KO~5(P8n) = KO-\P*») = KO-7(P*») = 0
with relations
728n = -2γ8Λ, γ8^8rt = 0, pj, = 0, 7f ^  - 24»-1τ747sn , ^β. = 0 -
Proof. We refer the reader to the table in [5] for the additive structure
of KO*(Pl). The generators of the 0- and (— 4)-terms are given in [1] and
[5]. To determine the generators of the other terms it suffices to consider for
1) the exact sequence of (J38n °, S8n>0) in the equivariant -KΌ-theory and for 2)
(resp. 3)) the exact sequence of (P8""1, P8"'2) (resp. (P8n, P8*'1)) in the KO
theory. But we omit all details.
We want here to determine the ring structure of KO*(Pl) for / as above.
The relation 7\
n+i=— 2γ8n+ί for /=— 2, — 1, 0 follows from (1.5) and the rela-
tion vln-ι=Q does from the definition of v8n,1 because it comes from KO~l
(S8"-1).
1) Let i: S1=P1-^PBn~l be the inclusion. Then i*(78ll-ι)=i7ι and i*(vBH-!)
=0 by definition. If Tβw-i^-i^O then 7z
n
-\v%n-\=ηιΎzn-\ since it is a torsion
element of -KO'^ P8""1). Apply i* to this equality then we have rj\=Q which
is a contradiction. Hence we get 7sn-ιvsn-ι= 0-
Since p*
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When we consider the exact sequence of (P8""1, P*"'3) in the Jf^O-theory, we
see that μ8n^ and P8n^ come from KO~
2(SSn-2) and KO-\SBn-1) respectively.
From this it follows readily that v8n.lμ8n_1=μ
2
Bn,1=78n.1μ8n-1=0.
Because of KO-4(PBn-3)=Z2*n-2 η4γ8n_3 by [5] we have -ηlμsn-i^"'2^ 'sn-ι
similarly. The last relation is obvious because KO~\P**~l)=Q.
2) Immediate from the relations of 1).
3) We see by using the exact sequence of (P8n, P8"-1) in the XΌ-theory
and 1) that the restriction f&-\P*n)^KO-2(P*n~l) is injective and by the defini-
tion of $8n it sends 78nv8n to ^iTβn-Λi -i From this and the relation Ύβn-Λn-i
=0 it follows that 78Λ=0.
Let π: p*»-*ps»/p*»-1 be the natural projection. Then we see that P8M
belongs to Im TT*. But p8»/p8»-2 i
s
 a suspension of a space, so we have Pi»=0
We consider the following exact sequence of Atiyah [2], (3.4)
- ->KO~3(PBn) > KO-\P*n) - £-4(P8M) -> KO-2(P*») -> -
where % is multiplication by 97! and c is the complexification homomorphism.
Since KO-\P*»)=Z2 w8n, KO-\PBn)=Z^.^Ύ8ny K-\P*»)=Z2*« μ278n by Pro-
position 2.1 and c(η478n)=2μ278ny then we obtain -ηlv8n=2^n~lrjCi8n where μ^
^~
2(+) is the Bott class. The last relation is also clear because KO~\PBn)
=0. q.e.d.
By [9], [14] and (1.7) we have the following propositions.
Proposition 2.3 [9]. As rings
JΓ*(Spiπ(2n)) =
ί:*(Spin(2n-l)) -
Proposition 2.4 [14]. As KO*(+)-modules
Λ:θ*(Spin(8n-l)) =
^0*(Spin(8n+l)) =
in which there hold the relations
for m=Sn, 8w-l, 8n+l and l<ί<(m-3)/2-(l+(— 1Π/4,
yΌr 7«=8M— 1, 8w+l
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β(Δt
n
)2 = i7ι/3(λ2Δ8\), /3(Δ8- )2 =
Since λ*(Spin(w)), observed above, is free over /?*(+), there exists a canon-
ical isomorphism
**<+> A*(Spin(n)) ^  A*(Xx Spin(n))
for a finite CW-complex X, under whose isomorphism h*(X)®h*(+) A*(Spin(w))
is identified with h*(Xχ Spin(n)) in the following.
3. K*(SO(n))
Take hG=KG9p=Q and q=m in (1.3), then we have the following exact
sequence
(3.1) -. «- £ί(Σ" *ΛSpin(ιιι)+) - ^(P-^xSpin^)) i
First we discuss K*(SO(2n)). Let; be the inclusion Σ°'°ΛSpin(2w)+c
Σ
2Λ
'°ΛSpin(2/z)+. Then by definition ;*« Λl)=2"-1(l-L) and hence /(τίΛl)
= —2*~1ξ2n for / in (3.1) when m=2n, which implies by (1.5) that / is zero.
Therefore by (3.1) we obtain
Lemma 3.2.
0 «- K*(SO(2n)) i ^ *(P2M-1)®^*(Spin(2n)) <- K*(SO(2n)) <- 0
=φ7n^t and S(I(x)— ) =(—!)' xS(-) for
Lemma 3.3. i) /(?2Λ) = T2n-ι®l,
ii) I(β(\kp2n))
iii) /(yS(δ2w)) -
Proof, i) Obvious.
ii) It follows from definition that I(β(\kρ2n)) is represented by a map
/: P2-1χSpin(2W)->GL((2^), C) given by f(π(x\ g)=\k p2n(i(x}Yl\k p2n(g) for
x<=S2n °9g€ϊSpm(2n). Therefore we see that I(β(\kρ2n)) = l®β(λ>kp2n)-β((\kρ2n)
ι)®l. But \kρ2n comes from representations of SO(2w+l), hence β((\kp2n)ί)
is contained in the image of the restriction K~\P2n)->K~\P2n~l). This shows
that £((λ*ftι.)0==0» because of K~l(P2n)=Q.
iii) Observe that l(β(S2n)) is represented by a map /: P2n~1xSpin(2w)
-+GL(2 -\ C) given by /(^^HΔ^^^Δ^^^Δ ί^^ ))-^?^^ for
4g
r
eSpin(2n). From this the claim follows immediately.
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iv) Define /: P2"-1 -» GL(2"-1, C) and h : P2"'1 X Spin(2n) -* GL^"-', C) by
/»(*)=Δ2*(ί(*))-ί and AM*), ^)=Δί.(Σ(*))Δ?1,(g)Δί,(ί(*))-1 for areS2"-0, £<Ξ
Spin(2w) respectively. Then we see similarly that J(β(€2n))=β(f)®l+β(fy+
Considering the injection **: ^(P2"-1)^^-1^2"-1) we get **(/?(/))
=— 2 ψ (τί). On the other hand by the definition of i^ ,^  and Lemma 1.8
we have »*(»
ϊ
.-I)=ψ(τ;-τί)=2ψ(τ;). Therefore β(f)=-v2a-1.
Let C Spin(2w)=[0, 1] X Spin(2w)/{l} X Spin(2n). For (x, λ)eS2ll 0xL, (f,#)
e [0, 1] x Spin(2«), z eC2""1 the assignment [Λ;, λ]® ([t,g], v) H^ (w(*), [ί,^ ],
Δ2»(t(*))λϊ') gives an isomorphism of vector bundles
β: (52» °xGL)®(CSpin(2w)χC2" 1) Sp2»-iχCSpin(2w)χC2°-1
where [ ]'s denote the equivalence classes. Let E and F be the quotients
of the two copies of CSpin(2«)χC2"'1 and P^xCSpin^xC2"'1 by the
equivalence relations which identify ([0, g], v) with ([0, g], Δ l
n
(g)v) and (π(x),
[0,£],β)
ιWith (π(x), [Q,g], Δί.(K*))Δί.te)Δ?.0(*))-1ιO for Λ;e52» 0)^eSPin(2«),
respectively. Then we may view E and F as vector bundles over
^ and P2"-1x51ΛSpin(2w)+ respectively and we have •y
through α where 72»-ι=z*?2» Therefore we obtain by definition
β(h) = [FI-2
from which we obtain the claim.
Lemma 3.4. i) δ(10£(ΔJ.)) =
ii) SK
iii) δ(^
-2-1) by (1.5)
1, δ(l<g)/9(Δϊ .))= -1 ,
q.e.d.
iv) 8(1 ®/S(Δ?.)/8(Δϋ)) = (f 2,+ 1) (/S(δ2B)-/3(f2»)) ,
v) δK
Proof, i) Here we consider ^J(Σ2"'°ΛSpin(2w)+) as a subgroup of
(Σ2* °xSpin(2«)) in a canonical manner. Let E and F be the quotients of
the disjoint sums £2B-0xSpin(2«)xC2"~1Ufi!"'°xSpin(2«)xC2"~1 and 5|" °χ
Spin(2w)xC2""1Ufi2"'°xSpin(2w)x2"~1L by the equivalence relations which
identify (*, g, v) with (x, g, Δ$
n
(ι(x)g)v) and (x, g, v) with (*, g, ΔJ
Λ
 Ί(x)υ) for
x<=S2n °, g<=Spm(2n), z eC2""1 respectively where
 JB
2
" °=β|" °=JB2'1 0. Then
by definition δ(l®^(Δ2fκ))=[£]-2''-1 and r* Al=[F]-2'-1[L\. Through
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the isomorphism β?Λ °xSpin(2n)xσ2''"1^5?n 0xSpin(2n)x2Λ-1L given by
the assignment (tx, g, v)\-j>(tx,g^ Δ2n(g)v), 0<£<1, we get L®F^E. Hence
LτίΛl = [£]-2Λ-1 and so δ(l®£(ΔJ,))=Lτ;ίΛl which implies
By the same argument as above we obtain δ(l®/3(Δ;F
Λ
))=Lτ~Λl Hence
it follows from Lemma 1.8 that δ(l®/3(Δj"«))= — 1.
ii) Immediate from i) and Lemma 3.3, iii), because δ/=0.
iii), iv) By Lemma 3.2 we have δ(/(/3(£2w)) (l®/3(Δ2+n)))=-/5(f2n)δ(l®
/3(Δ2n)). Because of this, the first formula of iii) follows from i) and Lemma
3.3, iv). From this, i) and Lemma 3.3, iii), we get iv) by using the equality
δ(/(/3(δ2Λ) (l®β(Δ}n)))=-β(S2n)S(l®β(Δ}n)). The rest follows from the
equality S(I(β(82n)) (1®/3(ΔΓ«)))= — /3(δ2n)δ(l®/3(Δ5»)), the above results and
Lemma 3.3, iii).
v) Similarly this follows from the equality S(I(β(S2n)) (ι/2n_1®/3(Δ2"«))
)) q e.d.
Theorem 3.5 (cf. [6, 8, 10, 15]).
K*(SO(2n)) = Δ(β(\lP2Λ), -, β(\n~2p2n\ β(S2n),
as a ring with relations
Proof. Since 1 is injective by Lemma 3.2 and multiplicative, we see by
(1.5) and Lemma 3.3, iv) that the relations hold. Using Lemma 3.3 we also
see by Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 that the right-hand side R of the desired equality
is a subring of KO*(SO(2ri)). Let m be a monomial of ξ2n and β(\kρ2n) (K&
<n— 2). Then by Lemma 3.3, i) and ii) we have S(I(m)y)=m8(y), y<=K*
(P2n~1)®^*(Sρin(2τz)), up to sign. Using this, it follows from Lemma 3.4
that jK:*(5O(2w))=JR, because δ is surjective by Lemma 3.2. q.e.d.
Next we consider K*(SO(2n— 1)). Observe the exact sequence of the
pair (Σ2'°ΛSpin(2w— 1)+, ΣMΛSpin(2w— 1)+) in the equivariant J^-theory,
then using an equivariant homeomorphism of [12], Lemma 4.1 we have the
following exact sequence
*(3.6) - -^£%
Here we can check easily that δ* agrees with the transfer. Since
and K*(Spίn(2n— 1)) is torsion free by Proposition 2.3, we see that δ* is in-
jective and hence % is surjective.
From this, for any x^K$(Σ2n~ltG/\Spin(2n— 1)+) we may write x= T*-I
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Λ%(τί ΛjO for some yeΛΓ*(SO(2n-l)). Let /: J?ί(Σ*|-1 βΛSpin(2ιι-l)+)
->£*(SO(2fi—l)) be as in (3.1). Then by definition we obtain /(*)=— 2"-1
%2n-\y> which shows by (1.5) that / is zero. Thus by (3.1) we obtain
Lemma 3.7.
<>
0 «- £i(S1>0ASpin(2«-l)+) *- /C*(P2"-2)®ί:*(Spin(2n-l))
ίκ*(SO(2n-l))<-Q
is exact where 8=φϊ£-2$, and S(I(x)— )=(— l)'xδ(— ) for x^Ki(SO(2n—lJ).
Consider the following commutative diagram with the exact rows as in
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.7
δ
0 «- K*(SO(2n)) «-
§
K*(SO(2n)) *- 0
0
where r's denote the homomorphisms induced by the natural inclusions. Ap-
ply r (resp. rφ2) to the formulas of Lemma 3.3 (resp. Lemma 3.4) then we
obtain
Lemma 3.8. i) /(£2«-ι) = "X^-a®! >
ii) /08(λ*ft..1))=l®/9(λ*A,-1)
iii) /(/S(£2Λ_0) = (2+72(,_2)(g)/3(Δ2B_1) .
Lemma 3.9. δ(l®/3(Δ2B_1))=-%(τf Λl)=L%(τΓ
=0 α/Aere X w αί in (3.6).
Theorem 3.10 (cf. [6, 8, 10, 15]).
K*(SO(2n-\)) = A(β(\lp2n.1), »', βfr-'pH-ά β(ε2
as a ring with relations
β,.! = -2£2n_1) β(ε2n.1)®ξ2n.ί = o .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5 except the fact that K*(SO
(2»-l)) is generated by 1, β(\kp2n^ (!<*<n-2), β(S2n-l) and ξ^.
Let m=m(b1, -, δ2»-ι) = /3(λV2»-ι)ίl - /3(λB-2p2»-ι)'»-<*ι, -, b.., = 0, 1).
Since δ is surjective by Lemma 3.7 it follows from Lemmas 3.8, 3.9 and the
equality of Lemma 3.7 that ^tί(2Iι0ΛSpίn(2«— 1)+) is generated by %(τίΛ
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ι b
n
-2)) (bι> '••> b
n
-2=Q> 1) as a module. To prove the rest, by (3.6)
it therefore suffices to prove that the image of φi^δ*: K*(S2/\$pin(2n— 1)+)
-+Kt(Spm(2n—l))=K*(SO(2n—l)) is contained in the right-hand side of
the required equality. Now a short computation shows that φίF1δ*( ψ'(τί'ΛflO)
=(2+£2Λ_>* and φJ1S^(τΐ)/\mβ(Δ,2n^))=mβ(ε2n.1). This completes the
proof.
4. JΣO*(SO(8n)), KO*(SO(8n-l)) and JTO*(SO(8ιι+l))
The calculation of KO*(SO(n)) proceeds in a manner parallel to that of
K*(SO(n)). As before we have by (1.3) the following short exact sequences.
Lemma 4.1.
*
i) 0 *- KO*(SO(8n)) «- λ:θ*(P8»-1)®Jf0.(+)ί:θ*(Spin(8«))
) *- 0 ,
ii) 0 «- KOg(Σ7 °ΛSpin(8«-l)+) ^O*(P8»-2)®ίon+)ί:θ*(Spin(8M-l))
iii) 0 <- ^ OίίΣ1-^ Spin(8n+ 1)+) <- KO*(PBn)®
κo
*MKO*(Spm(8n+ 1))
δ— φi"«δ, δ=φi"»_8δ, δ=φ5"»δ respectively.
Proof. It is enough to show that /: ^Og(Σ8w+ί'°ΛSpin(8n+z)+) ->
ί:θ*(50(8n+ί)) is zero for i=0, -1, 1. Because of /(ω:Λl)=-24w-1?8w, i)
follows from (1.5) immediately. But we postpone to prove ii), iii), whose proofs
will follow after Lemmas 4.10, 4.14 respectively. q.e.d.
We note here that also there holds
(4.2) δ(7(*)-) = (-l)^δ(-) for xt=KO'(SO(&n+j)),j=Q, -1, 1 .
First we consider KO*(SO(8n)). We have
Lemma 4.3. i) I(ξSn) = T^®! ,
ii) I(β(\kPsn)) = iΘ^λ^ + ^ lTsn-!®! (f - 0, 1,
in)
iv)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3. But in the proof of ii) it
does not necessarily follow that /8((X*P8«)0=° because KO'1(P&n)=Z2 τj]rγ&n
q.e.d.
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Let/>=0, m=q=8n and ί=—2 in (1.3) when h=KO. Then as it follows
from the calculation of Proposition 2.2, 1) that μ8n-ι satisfies S(μ8«-ι®l)—
n Λ 1 we get
(4.4)
Furthermore by the same proof as that of Lemma 3.4, i) we obtain
(4.5) δ(l®£(Δi;))=-l.
By (4.4) and (4.5) 8(η1®β(Ajn)+μ8n.1®l)=09 which shows that there exist
an element £Sn<=KO~
2(SO(8n)) such that
(4.6) I(ζ8n) =
For λ2Δs« viewed as a real representation of SO(8ri) we have /(/3(λ2Δ8Λ))
= l®/3(λ2Δ8Λ)+£τ7ιry8»-ι®l (£=0, 1) by the same argument as Lemma 4.3,
ii). Since RO(Spin(8n))^R(Spm(8n)), using Theorem 10.3 of [11], §13 and
the real version of (2) of [9], I §4 we see that ηβζλϊΔsn), as an element of KO*
(Spin(8fl)), is a linear combination of rj^(\lp&n)bl ••• β(λ>4n~2P&nY*»-2 (bl9 ••-, δ4n_2
=0, 1). Hence using i), ii) of Lemma 4.3 we see that ηιβ(\2Δϊ
n
) is a linear
combination of -η[ξl
n
β(^P^ — ^(X4w'2p8w)V-2 (α, bl9 — , i^-z—O, 1, /=!, 2),
since / is injective. For λ2Δs"n we also have the same result. Considering
the restriction of i7ι/3(λ2Δgn) to KO*(SO(8n— 1)) we see that a similar result
holds for •η.β^2^.^.
Then since 1 is injective and multiplicative we obtain by Lemma 4.3 the
following
Proposition 4.7. In KO*(SO(8ri)) the following relations hold:
ξ
sn
ξl=-2ξ
s
iii)
 η
\ζ,
n
 = 2*»-2
η
£8ny η£,n = 0
Proof, i) Immediate from (1.5).
ii) When we replace n by 4n in the proof of Lemma 1.8 we see that /3(δ)
defines an element of KO-^Spin^lSpinfin— 1)). Let p : Spin(8n) -> Spin(8w)/
Spin(8w— 1) be the natural projection. Then p*(β($))=β(Δϊ
n
)— β(Δa
n
) by
definition. Since Spin(8n)/Spin(8n— ί)^S8n~\ we have β($)2= 0 and hence
From Lemma 4.3, iii) it follows that /(/3(δ8M)2)-l®(y5(Δ8fM)2+/3(Δi;)2)
-1®!. This shows β(ε
sn
)2= 0 because v2&n-l= 0 by Proposition 2.2, 1).
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Similarly we have I(β(β8n)2)=(7Bn.1+2)®2β(^n)2+vln.l®l. By Pro-
position 2.4 β(Δt
n
y is divisible by η
λ
. Therefore we get /3(£8rt)2=0. The last
formula follows analogously as in the second because μl
Λ
-ι=0 by Proposition
2.2, 1).
Hi, iv) The proofs are parallel to the case ii), so we omit them. q.e.d.
By the arguments applied to Lemma 3.4 and by (4.2), (4.4) and the above
observation of /3(λ2Δ8B) and β(\2Δ&n) we obtain
Lemma 4.8. i) 8(l®£(Δί.)) = &.+1, δ(l®/β(Δϋ)) = -1 ,
ii)
iii)
iv) 8^ ,..!® /8(Δί.)) = (ξ
an
v) δ(ιv-ι®/3(Δ8+B)/3(Δϊ-B)) = (ξsa
vi) δ(/*8),_1®l) = ί?1,
vii) δ ,^® /3(Δ8+B)) -
viii)
ix) δ(rte-ι®l) = δ(l®/3(λ'V8B) .» /3(X'V8B)) = 0
Theorem 4.9.
α KO*(-ίτ)-module with the ring structure given by
the relations of Proposition 4.7 m which ®z is left out.
Proof. The first relation follows from (1.7). The rest is quite similar
to the proof of Theorem 3.5. q.e.d.
We next consider KO*(SO(9n—\)). Define ξ^^KO^SO^n—l)) by
i*(ζsn)=ζ8n-ι where i\ SO(8n— 1) — > SO(8n) is the inclusion. As in the com-
plex case by Lemma 4.3 and (4.6) we have
Lemma 4.10. i) /(^-O = γ8w-2®l ,
ii)
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iii) 705(^ -0) = (^
Proof of Lemma 4.1, ii). As we got (3.6) we have an exact sequence
Λ/ ^^ I ^--^
-> ^ Og(Σ7'0ΛSpin(8fl-l)+) -£ ΛΓO*(S7ΛSpin(8ιι--l)+) -> -
where δ* also agrees with the transfer and ψ denotes the forgetful homomor-
phism. Observe the composition /φi^δ*. (Here KO$(Sp'm(8n— 1)) is of
course identified with KO*(SO(8n— 1)) as noted in §1, a).) As before we
have by definition S*(ψ (ωf Aro))=a>iA(?8«-i+2)fli and δ*(ψ(ωίΛl) (lΛm£
(ΔgH-^^ωf Λ^/3(£8»-ι) where w is a monomial of β(\kpsn-ι) (!<^<4w— 2).
Using Lemma 4.10 we therefore see that Iφ^S* is injective. This implies
that δ* is injective and so % is surjective. Hence for any x^KO$(ΣBn~l'Q
ΛSρin(8n— 1)+) we may write #=ω;ί_ιΛ%(ωί" Ay) for some y^KO*(SO(8n
— 1)). Thus by (1.5) J(x)= — 24n~lξSn.1y=Q, which completes the proof.
From the injectivity of / and Lemma 4.10 we obtain
Proposition 4.11. In KO*(SO(8n— 1)) the following relations hold:
ϋ)
iii) -ηlζin-i = 24Λ~2i74?8»-ι> τ?£*n-ι = 0
IV)
v)
Vi)
Let %: ^i(28'0ASpin(8//-l)+)->XOg(27'0ASpin(8w--l)+) be as in
the proof of Lemma 4.1, ii). Under the identification KO$(Sρm(8n— !))=
KO*(SO(8n— 1)) we obtain by Lemma 4.8 the following
Lemma 4.12. i) 8(10/8^-0) = -χ(ωf Λ 1) = ίΓXίωf Λ 1) ,
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
Using (4.2) we see by Lemmas 4.10 and 4.12 that .θg(Σ7'0ΛSpin(8w-l)+)
is generated by %(ωί Λ/SίλVβ -O*1 - /3(λ4w-2p8,-0^-^n-ι) (»ι, -, *4n-2, ^ =0, 1)
as a ίCO*(H-)-module. Therefore the parallel argument as Theorem 3.10 yields
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Theorem 4.13.
KO*(SO(Sn-l)) =
as a KO*(+)-module with the ring structure given by
and the relations of Proposition 4.11 in which ®
z
 is left out.
Finally we discuss KO*(SO(8n+l)).
Lemma 4.14. i) /(£8n+1) = T8n®l ,
ii) I(β(\kp
sn+1)) = l®/?(λV8M+ι)+^ιT8M®l, (6 = 0, 1,
Proof. Similar to the proofs of Lemma 3.3, i), ii), iv). But we have a
supplemental term in ii) by the same reason as in Lemma 4.3, ii). As for vanish-
ing of the corresponding element a in iii) to /?(/) in the proof of Lemma 3.3,
iv), we have /*(#)= 0 by the definition of a and Proposition 2.2 where / denotes
the inclusion p8«-2cP8n. Hence we get a= 0 because i*: KO-\P**)-»KO-1
(P8Λ~2) is an isomorphism. q.e.d.
Proof of Lemma 4.1, iii). Consider the exact sequence of the pair (Σ1'0,
Σ° °) in the equivariant ^-theory, then it is clear that ί*: £G(2lf°)-*£G(2M)
=R(G) is injective and so ^"G(Σlf0)=Z (l— L) as a subgroup of R(G) where
/ is the inclusion Σ^cΣ1'0. Similarly jKOG(Slf°)=Z-(l— H) as a subgroup of
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 3.10 £g(Σ1>0ΛSpin(8w+l)+) is gen-
erated by X(τί/\m(b
ί9 •••, &4M_0) (bl9 — , i4w_ι = 0, 1) where χ = (iΛl)* and
-, *4.-ι)=/S(λ1pβ.+ι)*1 -, ^(λ^-^te+i)**--!. Since i*(τί)=l-L we have
Here we regard X"?(— ) as a cohomology theory over
where μ^K~2(+) is the Bott class. Let c and r denote the complexification
homomorphism and the realification homomorphism respectively. Let #e
xδί(Σ1 βΛSpin(8n+l)+). Then because of r(μ)=-η\, r(μ2)=η4, r(μz)=0 and
re =2, we see that 2# is a linear combination of 2(1 — H)/\m(bly ••-, έ4Λ-ι),
(ft,, -, δ4B_,) and (l-fl)Λ7««(ftι, -, *4.-ι). Let χ=(iΛl)*:
1>0A Spin(8n+ 1)+) -> ^ OS(Σ° °Λ Spin(8κ+ l)+)=.K:θ*(5O(8n+ 1)). Then
we therefore have
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+Σ/8(ftlf -, bt
for <*(&!, •••, *,._!), 7(4ι, -> *4«-ι)eZ and £(ilf -, ft4β.1)=0, 1 where 2 denotes
the finite sum with respect to (bly •••, btn.^. From this, because of J(ω» Ax)
= -2*»-lξ8n+1X(x) and (1.5), we have
/(ωί Λ*) = 24«-1^8M
Since //=0 we have by Lemma 4.14
By Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, η47Bn is of order 2
4w
 and <KΌ*(Sρin(8w+l)) is tor-
sion free. Thus we see that y(bl9 •••, ft4n-ι) are divisible by 2. Therefore
J(ωn /\x)=0 by (1.5). This proves that/ is zero. q.e.d.
As above we regard ί:θ
c
(Σli0)=Z (l— H) as a subgroup of RO(G) in
the following. To calculate δ(l®/3(Δ8w+1)) we mimic the proof of Lemma 3.4, i).
Then we see that δ(l®/3(Δ8w+1)) is defined as an element of XOG(Σ8M+1'°).
Moreover 5(l®/8(Δ8ll+1))=S(l(g)/S(Δίll))+S(l®/S(ΔSι)) as an element of KOG
(Σ8n'°). Hence using Lemma 3.4, i) we have S(l®/8(Δ8Λ+1))=(ff— l)Λωί,
that is,
(4.15) δ(l®yS(Δ8M+1)) = (^-l)Λl.
Let δ*: KO-\PBn) = ^ G\Sln+1'0)^KOc1(^&M+1'°) be the coboundary
homomorphism of the exact sequence of the pair (β+n+1 °, S8"*1'0) in the equ-
ivariant Jf^O-theory. Then it follows that one generator y8n of KO~
2(PBn) as
in Proposition 2.2 is characterized by δ*(vBn)=η1(H— l)Λωί. Therefore we
obtain
(4.16) 8(flte®l) = 7l(£Γ-l)Λl.
From (4.14) and (4.15) it follows that 8(171® )8(Δ8ll+1)+p8ll®l)=0. Hence
there exists an element v8n+1 of KO*(SO(8n+l)) such that
(4.17) I(vBn+1) = i7ι®/S(Δta+ι)+Pte®l
By the injectivity of 1 and Lemma 4.14 we then have
Proposition 4.18. In KO*(SO(8n+l)) the following relations hold:
0 bs«+ι := 2ςBn+l
ii) β(ε
sa+1γ = vi+1 = o
ίii) ηιVBn+l = 24"~1774f8B+1, ηtυ&n+1 = 0
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V)
vi) ?8n+1/3(£8B+1) = 0
Here we note that we have the similar remark to /S(λ2Δ8B+1) as /3(λ2Δ8B),
that is, j71/3(λ2Δ8B+1) is represented as a linear combination of ηiξln+ιβ('λίpsn+ϊ)1'1
- βW^Psn+tf*"-* (a, blt .... *„_!=(), 1, t=l, 2). Using this and (4.2), by
Lemma 4.14, (4.17), (4.15) and (4.16) we obtain
Lemma 4.19. i) δ(l®/3(Δ8B+1)) = (ff-
iii) δ(p8B<g)/3(Δ8B+1)) = (H- 1) Λu8B+1 ,
iv) δ(78B®l) = δ(l®/3(λ'V8,,+ι) - /^λ'Vβn+i)) = 0
(Kί,< - <
v) (fl -l)Λ/9(ete+1) = 0.
From this we see that £O£(21>0ASpin(8n+l)+) is generated by (1— H)
Theorem 4.20.
α KO*(+)-module with the ring structure given by
relations of Proposition 4.18 zw zuA/cA ®
z
 w /ς/if out.
Proof. It suffices to prove that KO*(SO(8n+l)) is generated by β(\kρBn+ι)
(1 <Λ<4w— 1), ^( 8^»+ι)> ζsn+i and f8Λ+ι. Because the rest is proved in the similar
way as in the preceding theorems.
Consider the exact sequence of the pair (Σ1'°ΛSpin(8w+l)+, ΣMΛSpin
(8n+l)+) with a commutative diagram
Y
fl+ 1)) -* ^ *(Spin(8w+ 1)) .
Let m==m(blt •••, #4w_;t) be as in Proof of Lemma 4.1, iii). Take any
(5O(8w+l)), then we see by Proposition 2.4 that π*(x) is represented as a
linear combination of mβ(ΔSn+1)e, -ηίmβ(Διn+$ , ηlmβ(ΔBn+l)c and
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(c=Q, 1). Compare cπ*(x) with π*c(x) using Theorem 3.10 and Proposition
2.3. Then we see that π*(x) is a linear combination of 2cmβ(ΔBn+1)c, rj^mβ
(Δ8M+1)C, ηlβ(ΔBΛ+1)e and ηsnβ(ΔSn+ιy, because of φ^φy^O, c(η.)=2μ2
and 7r*(/3(68w+1))-2yS(Δ8n+1) where μeΛ:-2(+) is the Bott class. Clearly 2cmβ
(Δ8M+1)', 97 ,^ lyfiw and 2cη.mβ(ΔStt+1)c belong to Im TT* and also η{mβ(ΔBn+1)
(i=l, 2) do so because of K*(u8n+1)=rj^(ABn+1) by (4.17). Therefore if π*(x)
has not aη4β(ΔBn+1) (a odd) as a monomial, then it follows from the remark
following Lemma 4.19 that x belongs to the right-hand side of the required
equality.
If TΓ*(ΛJ) has such a monomial as above then we see that there exists an
element x of KO*(SO(8n-\-l)) satisfying c(x)=μ2mβ(8Bn+1)+μξ8n+1y for some
y&:K*(SO(8n-\-l)). Here again we consider the following exact sequence of
Atiyah [2], (3.4)
c 8
---- > KOl~q(X) -> KO-*(X) -» K
when X=SO(8n+l). Since 8(μz)=r(z) for z^K?-*(X), we have -η\mβ(eBn+l}
=ξBn+ι
r(y) BUΪ applying I to this equality and using Theorem 3.10, Lemma
4.14, Propositions 2.2 and 2.4 we see that such a relation does not hold in KO*
(SO(8n+l)). q.e.d.
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